TEACHING TIPS
Favorite tips, tricks, and advice on life in the classroom from teachers around the country

Tips for...

Teaching Vocabulary
Teaching Reading
Teaching Writing
Teaching Literature

and more!
We asked some of the brightest teachers we know (you, our customers!) for their favorite tips, tricks, and advice on life in the classroom. This compilation comes from over 80 amazing teachers around the country. If you have a favorite tip or classroom trick that you think other teachers would love, share it with us on Facebook, Twitter, or our Blog with the hashtag #TeacherTips.
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Tips for a First-Year Teacher:

“Remain calm! Don’t talk down to the students. Remember that everyone was once new to this and you are going to make mistakes. You too, are learning.”

JOE SYLVESTER
OLD FORGE HS

“Structure is your friend. Have an arc to the lesson and an arc to the unit. You are your student’s teacher from the first day. Their friends are elsewhere. Be firm. Be warm. Understand but do not excuse. The best thing about this first year is that while it is incredibly difficult, it will end and you will learn. The second year is easier. Remember that good teachers are not created overnight. It takes five years to become a teacher. Learn. Give yourself some time for reflection. Take care of yourself.”

NORMA MORTIMER
MILWAUKEE MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL

“Learn to say no to administrators and colleagues. Spend the first three weeks teaching rituals and routines. Call every parent the first week of school.”

LEIGH WILLMANN
RIVER RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
“Don’t be upset with yourself if you feel upset or frustrated! Allow yourself to feel your natural emotions. Then, pull yourself together, and don’t focus on what you can’t do -- do everything you can! Your students will appreciate your work more than you know.”

Lisa Bertrand
Little Falls Community High School

“Understand classroom management first. Then create engaging lessons. Understand that teens think differently from you and may not even like your subject. You do not have to entertain, but consider this question: Would you want to sit in your class? Take time to explain, time to do, and time to regroup. That is a full lesson.”

Paula Singleton
West Johnston High School

“Set up a grading process that works for you. Don’t try to grade everything - it can’t be done without making yourself crazy.”

Lynn Braden
Franklin Township Middle School West
“Plan lots of work. Always be over-prepared rather than under. Busy students are good students. When something is not working, go to plan B.”

Mary Perry
Martin Middle School

“Become a part of a mentorship with a seasoned teacher. As a new teacher, one can bring the latest practices to a seasoned teacher and a seasoned teacher can share years of experience.”

Patricia W. Eubanks
East English Village Preparatory Academy

“My tip would to expect the unexpected. Your first year is the guinea pig year. Expect mistakes and always aim to be a reflective practitioner.”

Kristin Robair
Broadmoor Middle School
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Tips on Teaching Vocabulary:

“Vocabulary: three thoughts -- People judge you by how you speak. Never use a word worth ten cents when you can use a word worth twenty-five cents. You do not own a word until you speak it in conversation or write it in an assigned writing assignment.”

James B. Carmicle
Hollywood High School

“Teach them strategies to attack longer words to read them and recognize roots and affixes.”

Sharon Schwab
Rouse High School
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Tips on Teaching Reading:

“I feel it is imperative to have guiding questions for my students to answer as they are reading. This helps them know what they should be looking for as they read, assists with comprehension, and helps keep them focused. When they are finished with the assigned reading, I can look at their answers for accountability, and they can use the questions and answers for discussion and for recalling information.”

Denise Smith
Martha Layne Collins High School

“It isn’t a ‘lesson’ so much as it is a way to encourage kids to widen their reading horizons. I have my students create ‘first line teasers’ of their novels for our classroom wall to give other students an idea of what to read next. They fold a 4x6 piece of card-stock in half and on the front/outside they write the first line of that novel (some do it ‘word art’ style - looks great!). Then on the inside they write the title/author. We put them on the boards so kids see the line and if they’re interested they can open the card and see what the novel is -- and hopefully add it to their list of books to read!”

Kristin Thompson
El Camino Fundamental High School
“I make my kids read outside of class a book of their choosing. I don’t care what they read (within reason - they are in high school so it needs to be young adult to adult level) as long as they are reading! I even let a boy read a John Deere Tractor repair manual because that is what he wanted to read. I gave him a quick quiz by flipping through some pages and moved him on to the next one. He read a small novel before the end of the year.”

Jennifer Gilliland
Kiona-Benton High School
Tips on Teaching Writing:

“Students take ownership of their own writing when you gain their trust from reading and making positive comments about what they are doing RIGHT. Connecting with their writing can enable you to have insight of their situation.”

CANDYCE PHILLIPS
BERRYVILLE MIDDLE

“Writing! I love teaching writing by having students write about whatever they want & then come back to it weeks later to edit. When they edit for the sake of editing (not for a ‘final draft grade’) they’re more likely to look critically at the writing. Plus, since they’re not ‘sharing’ it, they are also willing to be a bit critical of themselves.”

KARI
NORTH FAYETTE
VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

“I enjoy teaching writing. In particular, I enjoy teaching thesis statements because they make or break an essay. In expository writing, I give several prompts and have students practice writing multiple theses so that they’ll easily have the ability to write them when they’re given an actual essay. If they write many and predict where the essay would go, then they don’t have to actually write the paper. Practice makes perfect....”

JENNIFER WHITEHEAD
EAST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
Tips on Teaching Writing:
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Tips on Teaching Writing:

“In writing essays, I tell students they cannot use a pronoun as the first word in their sentences -- any of them. They panic at first, but the logic behind this is simple: it forces them to use more sophisticated sentence structure. I teach sentence structure and different ways to begin sentences, and by the time they submit the final draft of their essay, they’ve surprised themselves with the way their syntax has advanced.”

Janell Ludwig
Calvary Murrieta Christian School

“When I write in class, the students see the process. They see my mistakes and how I correct them. This engages them in following the writing process and gives them a plan for fixing their own mistakes.”

Linda Callis
Brunswick Academy
“USE A THEME and GO ALL IN! We engage in a Writer’s Boot Camp. On the first day of the unit, I dress in military fatigues, complete with whistle, clipboard etc. I retype all lessons to have a military feeling as we work. Finally, when the state writing test arrives, my principal allows us all to ‘go to war.’ We get a sendoff by the student body as my 8th graders go to testing locations, and we all dress in military themed clothes (I let them have fun with it without breaking dress code rules). It seems like such a little thing to do to make writing more amenable to the students, but it makes a huge difference.”

TACY GAMEL
Vega Jr/Sr High School

“Grade as they work--I have different parts of their essays due at one time. These I take for daily grades, give them feedback, and allow them to improve them for the final essay grade. This way I have already seen their papers before the final, and they are able to have a constant stream of feedback to take back and revise their essays. They need the opportunity to see that a paper takes multiple rounds before it is final draft material.”

COURTNEY GREEN
Pauls Valley Junior High

“Talk to other teachers and ask how they would score student writing; great insight is provided here.”

LORA PATE
Bentonville High School
Tips on Teaching Literature:

“Literature—you teach everything through it. That’s where your vocab is, your writing stems from it in responses or analyses, and of course you teach reading strategies as you go. Lit is an all in one!”

Debra Jacobson  
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School

“Reading aloud is important for secondary students. It can be volunteer student readers, teacher reading, or use of professional audio books. Hearing great literature, speeches or even informational text can add to understanding and lead to better discussions and analysis.”

Tasha Young  
Henderson County High School

“Do an interest survey to have an idea which book majority of students would enjoy.”

Dr. Judith Rose-Singh  
Homestead Middle
“My most successful lessons would be ones that incorporate real life elements, making them authentic for the students. I’ve taught literary theories through social media and that has been really effective.”

**Kate Muir**
**Carlisle High School**

“My most successful lessons are the ones where the students do more work than I do. Seriously. I recommend getting out of the way and letting your students work, succeed, and sometimes fail--then reflect on their own choices. It is so easy for a teacher to want to get it perfect for her students--but this is not only NOT necessary, it is not effective.”

**Niki Holmes**
**Annandale High School**

“In general, successful lessons involve movement and getting students out of their comfort zone physically and mentally. One of the best so far is when we were doing a Shakespeare lesson which focuses on iambic pentameter, and they did a ‘cross the room’ activity with the guided questions, then the heartbeat activity to learn iambic pentameter. We ended with a Tedx Talk by Akala. It was AWESOME!”

**Leiona Batje**
**UAF**
“A lesson that I remember is one where I asked the students to be the experts. They rose to the occasion and worked cooperatively on the task at hand. They made connections to past lessons and really pushed themselves to think.”

Cecilia Lee
Herrick's Middle School

“Beginning sentence diagramming. An old way to teach sentence structure but it works.”

Debbie Pacheco
Dolores Huerta Prep High

“My most successful lesson has been student-led discussion--don’t be afraid to give control over to them!”

Christine Sloan-Ward
John W. Lavelle Preparatory Charter School
“Get to know your fellow department members well. Do not hesitate to ask advice or ideas. Co-workers are your best resource.”

Lynne O’Neal  
Centerville High School

“Ask veteran teachers for help and lesson plans, you don’t need to re-invent the wheel right off the bat!”

Karen Davy  
Elyria High School

“I make a chart to mark off kids when they turn something in. Every child goes in a row, and I have columns for ‘name,’ ‘turned in,’ and ‘score.’ I put all like classes on the same page, so all of my AP Lang. score sheets are on the same page, and all of my American Lit. score sheets are on one page. I keep these instead of a paper grade book -- easy to carry around, easy to put into the computer.”

Elizabeth Wright  
Houston County High School
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*Tips for Making a Teacher’s Life Better:*

“Take vitamins. Get enough sleep. Eat healthy. Exercise. Try not to take papers home to grade.”

**Yevett Word**
Oxford High School

“I rarely take work home. I try to get as much grading as I can get done during the day. Then when I go home, I have the opportunity to relax, read, spend time with my family. I have found that this decreases my stress level and allows me to let my mind wander in order to create more authentic and creative lessons and projects for my students.”

**Ashley Mondale**
Leechburg Area High School

“Once I started to consistently post the plan of the day on the smartboard, my students were able to prepare themselves for class more consistently and I was able to stay on track more consistently, as well.”

**Karen Collura**
Monticello High School
“Have firm expectations with students on due dates. I used to be lenient and accept work well after the due date, which meant going back to the assignment in the grade book, helping students complete the assignment weeks after I taught the lesson, etc. Being firm has helped me streamline the way my classroom runs.”

Matthew Gorgans
Norcross High School

“I have a daily agenda on the board that the students’ are required to copy for weekly points. It includes the class work, homework, upcoming tests, and quizzes. Students are held accountable for their work. There is hardly ever a complaint that someone didn’t know something was due.”

Andrea Gaggiano
Trabuco Hills High School

“If you have a big student load, (there have been years I have had 5 groups of 40 tenth graders), understand that you cannot read everything they write. They need to put a lot of words on paper, thousands and thousands, and sometimes you humanly cannot read every word. But they ought to still do the writing. Figure out a strategy.”

Terri Withers Schroeder
Ventura High School
Tips for Connecting with Students:

“Remember that all your students aren’t starting their day with good cheer. Some, if not most, of our students have heavy baggage walking in the door. So please remember that EMPATHY goes a long way. Don’t ever not listen to what they are saying or not saying—keep an ear, heart, and mind open!”

**Joan Debes**
*Helen Fort Middle School*

“Make opportunities to listen to student voices and opinions. Take their pulse. They need to be heard, the same as you. It will transform your teaching.”

**Margaret Ludlam**
*South Lakes High School*

“Try to make meaningful connections with your students. Talk to them about things that they have an interest in.”

**Laura Foster**
*North Cobb High School*
“Greeting students at the door by name on a regular basis makes a huge difference in my rapport with them. While I may not always be there daily, I make a concerted effort to greet each of them individually. This eliminates so many issues in my classroom.”

Kirsten Main
Ross High School

“Share your life with the kids. Make them yours. They will make you a part of their life and then they will trust you and take academic and behavioral risks. Then you have a learning community.”

Lynn Guilliams
Fred J. Carnage Middle School
“Keep your eyes open for updating your material with ripped-from-the-headlines kind of examples to further interest your students and relate them to the piece you are teaching. Short documentaries and film clips really add to the teaching/learning experience, but use them sparingly.”

Ann Vazquez
East Pennsboro Area High School

“Get involved with extracurriculars in some way. It allows you to see students from a new perspective, and vice-versa.”

Richard Hoadley
Edward C. Reed High School

“Ask for student input and critique after projects are completed. They may offer great ideas for the next class.”

Theresa Hawkins
West St. Mary High School
“When I am working with a student one-on-one, I strive to never make them wrong. At times when I might want to say, ‘How COULD you have skipped class again?’, I might instead say, ‘Let’s look at the number of unexcused class periods this semester compared to last semester. What do you notice? How is it working? Let’s count and measure this each week.’ ANYTHING we count and measure WILL change one way or the other.”

Laurie Kagan MS CCC-SLP
Wheat Ridge High School

“Give students two to three minutes at the beginning of class to take a deep breath, settle in and focus their mind on the day’s learning. It quickly decreases anxiety and helps make the rest of class productive. I also have a meaningful bellringer/entry task posted on the Smartboard for students to then focus on.”

Jodi Hoisington
Bedford Middle School
**Inspiration:**

“Always remember that you are making a difference in the lives of the children you teach. You may be drained and exhausted each day but that is a sign of your success.”

*Erin Schoepflin*
*Easton Area Academy*

“Be genuine. Listen even if you can’t provide a solution. Show you care but set High expectations.”

*Tina Sorensen*
*West High School*

“Be creative, have a variety of choices so the students can pick, and never be afraid to be wrong or ‘forget’ and have your students help you out.”

*Colleen Pepper*
*Hendrickson HS*

“Try to let it go when school is out. The students will still have needs tomorrow, so have family time, fun time, and hobby time.”

*Candyce Phillips*
*Berryville Middle*
“I’m in my 28th year and no 2 years have ever been the same. Hearing my name in the stadium being announced by a senior who wanted to say thanks just this Friday reminds me why I teach. You go with the flow.”

Michelle Estock
Golden Gate High School

“Celebrate students’ creativity and authentic voice. Reading, writing, and literature are grouped with the humanities because they touch on the things that make life human--humor, tragic mistakes, love, friendship, anxieties about the future, death, etc.”

Sister Miriam Kopenhaver
Bishop Machebeuf High School

“The best lessons I have ever had were ones that allowed some time for exploration, sometimes even off topic. Thinking is not always linear. Build in some time for thoughtful discovery.”

Niki Holmes
Annandale High School

“Try to remember that you are teaching students, not content.”

Tracy S. Lord
Frankfort High School
“Breathe deeply and slow down -- you are not in a race. Understand that you will make mistakes, and it’s o.k. to tell kids that you don’t know the correct answer. Just make sure you find out the correct answer to tell them later.”

Jill Kerns
Lake Braddock Secondary School

“You can only do what you can do. I make this my mantra. Don’t overtax yourself or you will suffer from burn out very quickly.”

Lynn Braden
Franklin Township Middle School West

“Reflect, reflect, reflect. It truly helps. I try to sit down every day with my lesson plan and ‘code it’ with emojis ... so I can later go back and remember what worked, what didn’t, etc.”

Beth Byrnes
Dunn Middle School
“Create opportunities for your students to wrestle with questions and problems. Don’t rescue them. Encourage them to persist. One of the best predictors of success is perseverance. It isn’t just the answer that counts but the process to get to an answer. A wrong answer isn’t bad. It’s a sign post pointing to what is needed.”

Laurie Kagan MS CCC-SLP
Wheat Ridge High School

“Have fun in the classroom. Don’t be afraid to smile. Let the students see your enthusiasm for the subject.”

Ruth Birnbaum
Frisch
About Prestwick House

At Prestwick House, our mission is to help you inspire students to use English language arts to become better readers and writers, learn to love literature, and succeed in the 21st century.

We’re a tight-knit team of educators and language enthusiasts who are passionate about English—about literature, writing, vocabulary, and the power that English language arts has to change students’ lives for the better.

Our goal is to help teachers like motivate and engage your students with products like:

Click here to learn more about PH products.
Customer Service

We're here to help!

Whether you're looking for a bit more information on a title we carry, advice on what books to use next semester, or you need to special order any book in print, we're here for you Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST.

Call us at 800-932-4593—your call will always be answered by a real person, not an annoying phone tree. Or chat with us live at prestwickhouse.com. Our Customer Service Representatives are online during business hours and happy to chat.

If you need help at any hour of the day or night, you can email us at info@prestwickhouse.com, and we'll get back to you as soon as we arrive in the morning.